
Jazz guitarists are well aware that creating a great jazz tone requires not only the right guitar but 
also the right amplifier.�The DV Little Jazz combo has been designed with a jazz guitar in mind. 
Lots of attractive features which make it a new standard for jazz guitarists and everyone in need 
of a small, ultra-compact, very-portable combo with a clean, warm, powerful sound! 

SUGGESTED SELLING POINT

> Wide dynamic range, fast solid-state attack and a warm sound
The DV Little Jazz combo has a warm, musical sound. The amp's innovative technology gives you 
faster attack and improved dynamic response.

> Light weight and portability
This is one of the most compact and lightweight (only combo on the market, and 14.55 lbs / 6.6 kg) 

it certainly has the most volume and best sound for its size! When you do a lot of gigs, weight and 
size are an issue. Now you can get great tone in a very compact package, with best portability!

> Simple and effective controls
Plug your guitar into this combo and start playing... you'll immediately hear the sound quality.�
The simple and effective EQ controls section give you lots of tonal freedom which allows you to 
easily find your own jazz sound.

> External speaker capability
The DV Little Jazz is able to connect to an 8 ohm extension cabinet, giving you a louder rig!

> Warm, natural onboard reverb
This amp features a last generation of digital reverb, it's sweet-sounding, warm and natural.

> XLR output connection
Very useful for bigger gigs, the XLR line out allows you to run your guitar amp through the PA.

> Headphone out / Aux in
The amp section includes an headphone output, and an aux input for iPod or MP3 player. A switch 
on the rear panel turns off the speaker so you can practice anywhere and anytime you like, always 
with a professional sound.

DV LITTLE JAZZ Preamp Amp
Power Amp

Master | Bass - Mid - High | Rev

Other Features
Aux IN - Headphone OUT - XLR Line Out 

Speaker ON/OFF

Output for external cab (minimum load 8 W) 

Controls
Power

weight 

Speaker size | Impedance 1x8” DV Mark Custom | 8 W   

size (mm) 

14.55 lbs /  6.6 kg 

267(w) x 288(h) x 267(d)

size (inches) 10.51"(w) x 11.34"(h) x 10.51(d)

Solid State
Analog

 45W RMS@ 8ohm / 60WRMS@4ohm

Frequency responce 60Hz to 8Kz
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